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Medical Anthropology Quarterly: International Journal for the Analysis of Health publishes research and theory in the field of medical anthropology. This field is broadly taken to include all inquiries into health, disease, illness, and sickness in human individuals and populations that are undertaken from the holistic and cross-cultural perspective distinctive of anthropology as a discipline, that is, with an awareness of species' biological, cultural, linguistic, and historical uniformity and variation. It encompasses, but is not limited to, studies of ethnomedicine, epidemiology, maternal and child health, population, nutrition, human development in relation to health and disease, health-care providers and services, public health, health policy, and the language and speech of health and health care.

The journal’s purpose is to stimulate debate on and development of ideas and methods in medical anthropology and to explore the relationships of medical anthropology to health practice, the parent discipline of anthropology, and other disciplines concerned with human illness and wellness. To accomplish these ends, the editor particularly welcomes theoretical and conceptual articles, as well as those that present the results of theory-based research. Research reviews, reports of applied research, and articles that use the special subject matter of medical anthropology to contribute to central problems in anthropology are also encouraged. Manuscripts that approach health, disease, and illness from a biological, cultural, linguistic, or holistic perspective will be considered.

Medical Anthropology Quarterly will publish articles, review articles, book reviews, and occasional film reviews. Review articles and book and film reviews will be solicited by the relevant editor. All manuscript submissions will be anonymously refereed by at least three reviewers.

All manuscripts should be submitted in five copies on 8½" × 11" paper. Scholars from countries where access to copying facilities is limited may submit one copy. The manuscript should be typed double-spaced, including references, notes, and quotations, with 1½ margins on all sides. Unless approved otherwise by the journal editor, article manuscripts should be no longer than 35 double-spaced pages. (Page limitations include all figures, tables, references, and notes.) Any standard form for style, notes, and references is acceptable for submission, but authors of accepted articles will be required to submit final copy in MAQ style. An abstract of no more than 150 words should accompany the manuscript. The abstract should end with a bracketed list of three to five keywords or phrases. The paper’s title and the author’s name and address should appear on a covering sheet only, and acknowledgments should be typed double-spaced on a separate sheet of paper. All pages of the manuscript should be numbered consecutively.

A complete style guide appears in MAQ 8:2. Authors may obtain a copy of an updated style guide by writing to the editor. Editorial board members are available for consultation with potential contributors about the development of their manuscripts. Authors should not submit their manuscripts to other journals or to edited books while they are under consideration by Medical Anthropology Quarterly.

Manuscript submissions should be sent to: Editor, Mac Marshall, Department of Anthropology, 114 MacBride Hall, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242-1322. Courier-service packages should be directed to that address. Correspondence related to permissions, subscription and membership, advertising, changes of address, and all other areas should be sent to Medical Anthropology Quarterly, American Anthropological Association, 4350 North Fairfax Drive, Suite 640, Arlington, VA 22203-1620.

As determined by the Awards Committee of the Society for Medical Anthropology, the best article published in each volume of MAQ receives the Polgar Prize.